Instructions for Using Rose Pharm or Flower Pharm Concentrate:
Mixing Instructions:
1 part concentrate to 6 (first, see important note below) parts of water.
Gently rotate the container to mix ingredients before each dilution. If any
product is left in your sprayer for the next application, please stir before use.
For Best Results:
Please test before full application. Remove diseased leaves and discard in
the trash. Avoid spraying tender new leaves and open buds.
Thoroughly water your Roses in the AM, late that day, in the evening after
the sun has gone down, spray a fine even mist of Rose Pharm on the canes
and top and bottom of leaves. This is a very important step to promote a long
drying time, allowing the product to work more effectively. For Roses, if
you have a bad case of Blackspot, it is wise to spray the ground around your
plants as well. Spores fall to the ground and wait for the wind or water, to
lift them up to the leaves. Once the Blackspot is under control you can cease
the ground spraying. In the case of Powdery Mildew, spray at first sign on
affected plant. Repeat weekly to prevent Powdery Mildew. Please do not
allow the product to accumulate on curled or cupped leaves, this could cause
burning. We suggest shaking the stem to remove excess product. Please do
not overspray.
Be sure to keep your plants cleaned out in the center of each bush. This
promotes air circulation which in turn prevents disease. Consider using
“Garlic Pharm” between applications to repel pests and prevent Powdery
Mildew.
Have you tried our exciting new product Fish Pharm? Fish Pharm is a foliar
feeder that contains Potassium Bicarbonate to fight fungus as you feed.
Best regards. The Staff at Pharm Solutions Inc.
Important Note: Some of our Growers have found that mixing 1 part
concentrate to 8, 10, and sometimes 12 parts water works very well for
them. This all depends on the region you live in and your local weather. Our
suggestion is to test different strengths of dilution on affected plants and see
what works best in your locale.
If you are spraying preventively 1-8 should work for you.
Please keep very high pressure in your sprayer to avoid over spraying. You
should be spraying a fine mist, with little or no soap residue to be seen.
Leaves should be glossy and clean when dry.

